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Television Industry Trends: The Next Five Years
Bob Zitter, HBO

BROADCAST TELEVISION
In the US and elsewhere around
the world, pressure to reclaim
spectrum, particularly broadcast
spectrum, is intense and will continue. In the US, the pressure
comes from a desire to make an
increasing amount of capacity
available for wireless networks
and unlicensed devices.
This
doesn't only come from wireless
operators or device manufacturers,
but from the top of the Executive
Branch of government and Congress. Politicians recognize that
consumers’ demand for wireless
and Internet-connected services will grow unabated, and the spectrum must come from somewhere. Government believes that the broadcast
spectrum is not used that efficiently, so the pressure continues.
Most national broadcast companies have not only
recognized the shift, but have positioned themselves to participate in it. Nearly all are heavily
invested in multi-media activities, program distribution through wireless networks and the Internet. While working to preserve interference-free
broadcast spectrum, virtually all are hedging their
bets.
At the same time the business model for broadcast television is dramatically changing. While
most American television viewers in the 20th
century viewed their television from "free, over
the air stations," broadcast networks and stations'
audience erosion has led them all to become essentially "cable networks." Advertising sales
alone is insufficient to maintain their business.
Broadcasters’ need dual revenue streams and
have thereby negotiated license fees from
MVPD's to supplement advertising revenues.
This is a clone of the cable network business
model. It makes sense since, in the US, 100 million of the 115 million TV households receive

their television from MVPDs cable, satellite and telco. Free,
over-the-air reception is relegated
to rural and poor segments of the
population.
One effort being attempted by broadcasters to retain their spectrum is
Mobile TV. In my opinion, this will
not be successful. American consumers already have mobile TV.
Smart phones are proliferating explosively and most every program consumers’ desire is available on these
devices either through 3G or 4G data
plans or free Wi-Fi being built
throughout service areas by cable and telco
MVPDs. Consumers have already demonstrated
their interest in paying for the convenience and
mobility already in their hands.
CABLE TELEVISION
Cable Television is also experiencing a metamorphosis. After changing from analogue to digital
distribution, operators are moving from QAM
modulation to IP technology. In addition to lower
costs, IP provides them the opportunity to serve a
variety of portable devices in the home beyond the
TV. It also enables greatly improved user interfaces and the ability to engineer cloud based processing and storage, providing more rapid UI evolution, and off-premises service.
Pressure is building on the business model though
as both program networks and MVPDs have practiced bundling of available networks for many
years. Programmers (and terrestrial broadcasters)
have required MVPDs to carry less desirable networks in order to carry the most popular networks.
(HBO is a notable exception, not packaged at
wholesale with any other networks.) Furthermore,
MVPDs have bundled programming so that consumers receive a large number of networks in
which they have no interest in order to receive
Continued on next page...
those they prefer.
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This practice has resulted in price points
today for video service from MVPDs
which are conflicting with the price-value
relationship in the face of other alternatives. More so, regulators and legislators
have taken note of the practice and fall on
the consumer side of the issue. (Since the
NABA-AGM, when this talk was presented, Cablevision has sued Viacom regarding wholesale bundling.) I believe
bundling at both the wholesale and retail
levels will be attacked and pressure will
exist to reduce it. This will result in some
of the small, less viewed networks to leave
traditional distribution channels and perhaps become "You Tube" channels.
One other phenomenon will impact
MVPDs - consumers' choosing to obtain
their news and entertainment programming
via the Internet. Cord-cutting will gradually reduce the revenues MVPDs receive
from their video services. While program
networks are preparing by making their
programs available online and working to
have viewership measured across various
consumer devices, others in the ecosystem
(i.e., local broadcast stations) will be impacted. Of the MVPDs, cable television
operators are actually ADVANTAGED
and are prepared for the revenue shift.
Cable operators are the predominant ISPs
delivering Internet services to consumers.
In fact their ISP and telephony services
provide higher margins than does their
video services. Also, they are changing
their historical flat rate billing structure to a

WIPO Takes on
Broadcast Signal
Right Issues
Ben Ivins, NAB

In an international case of considerable
importance, the Court of Justice of the
European Union ruled on March 7th
that, under European law, Internet companies cannot stream broadcast television
signals on the Internet without first getting
consent from the broadcasters. In ITV
Broadcasting v. TVCatchup, Europe’s highest court ruled that companies retransmitting free-to-air television signals over the
Internet use "specific technical means dif-

usage-based model well in advance of the
expected consumer surge of online video
viewing. In short, cable operators, with the
highest market share of ISP service and
usage-based pricing will be able to maintain, and perhaps grow consumer revenues
as they gradually migrate to their ISP service.

“AT THE END OF THE DAY,
CONSUMERS CARE ABOUT
CONTENT, NOT WHERE IT
COMES FROM AND NOT HOW IT
GETS TO THEM!”
INTERNET
A number of simultaneously moving parts
are making the Internet a more significant
alternative to traditional forms of television
distribution.
First, the number of Internet-connected
devices is significant and rapidly growing.
Currently US homes have 11 (compared to
an average of fewer than three televisions).
The expected growth rate is explosive.
Secondly, capability of the Internet to deliver video services is increasing. ISPs
have already built the capability to deliver
many hundreds of Mbps to subscribers.
While AT&T is disadvantaged somewhat
in this area, the Verizon network is not.
(By the way, the much touted Google system in Kansas City provides no technical
capability greater than Verizon.) With
Docis 3.0, cable operators are also able to

ferent from that of the original communication" and EU law gives rights holders the
right to forbid such retransmissions. In its
ruling, the Court noted that European law
establishes “a high level of protection of
authors, allowing them to
obtain an appropriate reward for the use of their
works, including on the
occasion of communications to the public”.
The case is of interest to
North American broadcasters because of lawsuits filed by US networks and other broadcast interests against
Aereo and Aereokiller. Those cases involve services that pick up over-the-air sig-

provide local ISP service of hundreds of
Mbps. As they remove analogue signals
from their plant (underway or completed
by many), they will have the trunking
bandwidth to support demand for significantly increased Internet video. Finally,
cable operators are building Wi-Fi networks "carpeting" their service areas so
subscribers can access out of the home the
services currently received inside. As is
the practice with cellular services, cable
operators offering this Wi-Fi service crosshonour subscribers from other systems.
Additionally, the spectrum reallocation
underway is providing more capacity for
video delivery on wireless cell networks.
Also, designers are planning small cell
networks to accommodate increasing loads.
Finally, Internet 2 will offer the trunking
capacity needed to support high quality
video streaming as it moves from the university scene to be commercialized.
In summary, I believe all the pieces are in
place or coming together to greatly enhance the prospects of change in the way
consumers access television. So, the future
will no doubt change the way television is
purchased and consumed, and new entrants
will certainly evolve. However, traditional
media companies can survive and will
flourish if they focus on one principle: At
the end of the day, consumers care about
content, not where it comes from and
not how it gets to them!

nals using thousands of tiny antennas and
then retransmitting them via the Internet to
subscribers. In the Aereo case, a lower
court in New York denied a preliminary
injunction against Aereo. While finding
that Aereo’s service was
likely to cause substantial
harm to broadcasters, the
Court felt “constrained” to
deny the injunction because
of a higher court’s ruling in
another case suggesting that
Aereo’s technology involved
a one-to-one service rather
than a one-to-many service; hence copyright protection did not apply. Broadcasters
have appealed the lower court’s ruling.
Continued on next page...
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In the Aereokiller case, a lower court in
“communications to the public.” Because it
California granted a preliminary injunction
is so ubiquitous and so borderless, there is
against a company using a technology simino technology that exceeds the Internet in
lar to Aereo’s, finding that under higher
the need for, not only European, but intercourt rulings in California, the service did
national harmonization of rights. That is
violate broadcasters’ rights. In the ITV
why the work of the World Intellectual
case, the Court ruled that “it is irrelevant
Property Organization (WIPO) to adopt a
whether the potential recipients access the
treaty updating the rights of broadcasters
communicated works
and their signals in
through a one-to-one “...WE NEED THE TREATY AND the digital age is so
connection. That techimportant. Those
THE LEGAL TOOLS IT WOULD
nique does not prevent
rights have not
a large number of per- PROVIDE TO PROTECT TODAY’S been updated since
sons having access to
1961, before cable,
BROADCAST BUSINESS…”
the same work at the
satellite, digitizasame time.”
tion of signals, and
the Internet. WIPO’s work on this treaty
The issue of whether broadcasters can conbegan in 1998. While progress has been
trol the retransmission of their signals and
frustratingly slow, a Diplomatic Conference
content over the Internet is significant. It
that would adopt such a treaty
could affect their ability to monetize those
has tentatively been planned for 2014. An
retransmissions with respect to those who
important meeting at WIPO to advance
would retransmit them. It could affect ad
work on the treaty is schedule for
revenues resulting from audience dilution
April. NABA was there in 1998 and will
and stripped commercials. It could affect
be there this month. The success of this
the value of programs and signals in mareffort is crucial.
kets into which the Internet signals are retransmitted, through the loss of program
As our Director General Michael McEwen
exclusivity. All this and more could result
said recently: “…we need the treaty and
in lower program quality and the migration
the legal tools it would provide to protect
of quality programming to services capable
today’s broadcast business so it can thrive
of protecting them.
tomorrow by serving new markets on new
platforms with new content and services, all
The ITV decision was significant for anof which depend so much on the core
other reason. It was decided under a Eurobroadcast signal and content. Piracy could
pean “Directive” whose purpose is to
well kill the next Golden Age of Broadcast“harmonize” the various domestic laws of
ing.”
EU members in how they protect those
holding
rights
with
respect
to

NABA in the WBU
NABA members participate in the activities of World Broadcasting Unions (WBU),
the coordinating body for broadcasting
unions which represents broadcasters
worldwide.
NABA members have the opportunity to
participate in the following WBU working
committees:
 Technical Committee (WBU-TC)
 International Satellite Operations Group
(WBU-ISOG)
 Sports Committee (WBU-SC)
 WIPO Broadcaster Treaty Working
Group (WBU-WIPO BTWG)

NABA representation is provided in the
WBU Secretaries and Directors General
forum through NABA’s Director General
and Secretariat services are provided to
the WBU through the NABA Secretariat.
The WBU provides global solutions on
key issues for its member unions:
 African Union of Broadcasting (AUB)
 Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union (ABU)
 Arab States Broadcasting Union (ASBU)
 Caribbean Broadcasting Union (CBU)
 International Association of Broadcasting (IAB/AIR)
 European Broadcasting Union (EBU)
 North American Broadcasters Association (NABA)

NPR Auction
NPR is conducting a massive online auction of vintage audio equipment as it
moves to its new headquarters. The auction is being managed by Rasmus.com.
The link to the first 1,000+ items that
have been posted is at:
http://
rasmuscatalog.com/cgi-bin/mnlist.cgi?
rasmus1544/category/ALL
Most items were state of the art when
purchased, have useful life remaining,
and have been professionally maintained. But all equipment is sold as is,
where is, with no warranties express or
implied.
The auction will begin closing on April
11, 2013, at 12:00 EDT. NPR VP Mike
Starling is overseeing the sell-off and has
also identified items such as the Wenger
studios from the Studio 5B & 5C complex built for feeding Sirius-XM, boxes
of unsold T-shirts, office monitoring
equipment used and signed by some of
the NPR Hosts, in addition to pictures
from the NPR lobby of hosts, reporters
and correspondents – other items are
showing up daily.
Broadcasters interested in a sortable list
of the equipment being sold should contact
Mike
Starling
via
mstarling@npr.org.

 La Organización de Telecomunicaciones
(OTI)
WBU members work together to ensure the
industry functions smoothly and effectively
at an international level. NABA is your
voice in the international broadcast
industry.

www.worldbroadcastingunions.org
Page | 3
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Director General’s Report:
Introducing NABAcaster
Michael McEwen, NABA

Welcome to NABAcaster. This is our first
edition of what we hope you will find an
informative, useful and at times amusing
review of what we and our members are up
to in our daily pursuits. We also will try to
keep NABAcaster a brief read and we encourage you to follow up with the specific
members published or written about if you
want more in depth information.
Jason Paris is our editor and his plan is to
have 10 issues a year (a combined July/
August and December/January) of 4 to 5
pages published the first Tuesday of every
month. I want to stress that Jason is
“editing” and not writing NABAcaster. We
look to you the members for content and
ideas and we will chase you down when we
find something that we think your fellow
members would like to know. Jason will
edit your input and for the most part contributions can be as short as a few hundred
words, but no longer than 500 (and of
course on occasion there will be exceptions).
In other words this is a publication from,
about and to NABA members. Its success
will be found in the involvement and contributions from members and our ability to
present it in an informing and entertaining
manner. Your feedback is important and we
welcome any and all comments at any time.
We formally will ask for an evaluation in
the early fall and then again after a year. If
you find this of value we will carry on, but
if not then we will turn our energy to other
initiatives to better serve your needs.
Jason has informed me as part of NABAcaster I am to write a short Report, so this is
my first shot at it. I am not convinced I will
have something useful to say every month
so my contributions will vary in length and
depth depending on the ebb and flow of our
issues.
In that vein, it has been a very busy time for
NABA. Our legal people are focused on the
potential for a Broadcaster Treaty Diplomatic Conference next year and are pulling
out the stops over the coming months to

make sure
this happens. It is
complicated and
the process
has been
tortuously
long but in
the end it will depend on strong lobbying
and sensible positions. In our May issue we
will ask Erica Redler, our LC Consultant, to
report on the April meetings at WIPO in
Geneva.
Equally, the Technical Committee has had
prodigious output for the upcoming ITU
meetings in April and preparation for JTG 4,
5, 6, 7 later in July. The Spectrum subcommittee has been focused on C-band interference issues and the File Transfer
Group has made real progress in defining
the issues and will present their findings in
June. A likely result of the file transfer work
will be a day-long seminar on Work Flow
and related issues in the fall. A very full
schedule indeed and all orchestrated by TC
Chair John Lee and our President Robert
Briskman. For more details contact the Secretariat.
The Safety and Security Committee is now
in the process of renewing its mandate and
we will have more on that in the future.
And we are looking forward to a Board
Meeting in Mexico City on May 2nd and a
Seminar the following day to address some
of the issues that are of concern to our
Mexican colleagues (and which we addressed to some degree at our AGM).
Our membership continues to grow and I’m
very pleased to say as of yesterday PBS has
rejoined NABA. A warm welcome to John
McCoskey and his team.
All to say a pretty full agenda which just
seems to grow as we tackle more points of
interest raised by our members. And that is
how it should be.

NABA Has Taken
Steps to Make
DSNG Exchanges
Easier than Ever
Guy Bouchard, CBC/Radio-Canada

Like communications between humans, the
establishment of a DSNG (Digital Satellite
Newsgathering) communication link has
never been easy. The technical jargon and
the number of parameters it involves can
make it a lengthy and often error-prone
process. In fact, to make a bad story
worse, the competitive newsgathering environment is the best pressure-building
machine invented since the Presto Pressure
Cooker! Thereby, the stress level involved
in DSNG operations does nothing to alleviate the probability of error.
NABA has proposed to WBU-ISOG
(World Broadcasting Unions — International Satellite Operations Group) a pilot
initiative under which a select number of
standard profiles would be created. The
latter would then encapsulate the technical
complexity in a wrapper that will be called,
in plain English, by its name.
Each
profile
would include all
technical parameters, but the satellite itself, its pol
and frequency.
The document is under the umbrella of a
drafting committee chaired by myself and
includes: broadcasters, satellite operators
& equipment manufacturers (who are committed to include the standardized profiles
in the default value of the encoders and
IRDs).
Next time you purchase DSNG equipment,
the standards profiles may already be there,
in the internal memory of the equipment,
just waiting to be used and to simplify the
establishment of your next transmission
link.
If you are interested in seeing the technical
documents or to help in this process, please
feel free to contact the Secretariat or myself (guy.bouchard@radio-canada.ca).
Page | 4
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SSPI 2013 Awards
The Society of Satellite Professionals International (SSPI) inducted five new members into their
Hall of Fame on March 19, 2013 during SSPI’s annual Gala. Three of the five inductees represent
NABA members!
 Dick Tauber, VP, Transmission Systems & New Technology, CNN News Group
 Bob Zitter, Executive Vice President & CTO, HBO Technology & Operations
 Romain Bausch, President & CEO, SES
They will join more than 40 current Hall of Fame members.

Congratulations Dick, Bob and Romain!

WBU-ISOG Forum
The WBU-International Satellite Operations Group Forum will be hosted by
Fox Networks in Los Angeles, CA, USA on May 15-16, 2013.
For more information, contact the NABA/WBU Secretariat office at +1 416-598-9877 or via
email at wbu@worldbroadcastingunions.org or contact@nabanet.com.

Looking Ahead - Key Dates & Upcoming Events
Date

Event

Location

April 2

Launch of the new NABAcaster Newsletter

Toronto, ON, Canada

April 6 - 11

NAB Show

Las Vegas, NV, USA

April 10-12

WIPO: Inter-sessional Meeting on the Protection of
Broadcasting Organizations

Geneva, Switzerland

April 15-26

ITU-R: Study Group 6 and Working Parties 6A, 6B & 6C

Geneva, Switzerland

April 30

NABA Legal Committee (12:00 Noon EDT)

Teleconference

May 2

NABA Board of Directors Meeting & Dinner

Mexico City, DF, Mexico

May 3

NABA Board of Directors Seminar

Mexico City, DF, Mexico

May 15-16

WBU-ISOG Forum

Los Angeles, CA, USA

The NABAcaster Newsletter is available in the
members-only section of www.nabanet.com
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